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2020 IRC Lessons Learned Summary 
Prepared by Lessons Learned Ad Hoc Committee 

Amy Caterina, Rosette Garcia, Barbara Hansen, Kristina Kruglyak, Arv Larson 
 
After completing all statutory deliverables defined for the 2020 Independent Redistricting Commission 
(IRC), Commissioner feedback was presented to the full IRC on January 12th, 2020. The IRC authorized the 
creation of an Ad Hoc Subcommittee to review and summarize Commissioner feedback into a Lessons 
Learned Report (this document) and also make recommendations for other actions based on Lessons 
Learned. All feedback were organized according to topic, generally following the chronological order of 
the IRC’s cycle: legislative foundation; commissioner selection and onboarding; IRC organization, bylaws, 
and leadership; hiring of external consultants; public interaction; mapping considerations; and closeout. 
Commissioner Lessons Learned are summarized below by topic. Supporting summary statistics are 
presented in Appendix I, and full Commission comments are included in Appendix II. 
 
LEGISLATION 
Many of the recommendations described in subsequent sections would necessitate changes to the 
legislation that guide the formation or execution of the San Diego County IRC. The 2020 Commission 
recommends creation of a task force to engage with appropriate legislative and other elected officials 
regarding these recommendations. In addition to the discussion in later sections, the potential legislative 
changes are listed cumulatively here: 

1. Codify in law automatic extensions to the final map deadline commensurate with the length of 
delay in receipt of census data. Due to census delays and the impact of the COVID pandemic, the 
2020 census data was severely delayed, and the 2020 Commission was pressed to allow sufficient 
time to collect public feedback during the mapping phase. 

2. Change the mapping deadline to allow for expanded mapping phase, even in the absence of 
census data delays. 

3. Provide additional detail and clarity with regard to County and Commission’s authority, as well as 
optional vs. required deliverables with regard to support staff, consultant engagement, etc. 

4. Modify the number of votes needed to pass a resolution depending on the context. Specifically, 
maintaining a 9-vote majority requirement for major decisions (e.g., mapping-related) and an 8-
vote (simple majority) for minor decisions. 

5. Modify meeting requirements to allow for virtual meetings throughout the process. 
6. Provide appropriate latitude for Redistricting Commissions with respect to efficiently capturing 

public comment. 
7. Provide Commissioners a symbolic stipend due to the workload entailed by their participation, 

and to encourage participation by citizens who may otherwise be financially unable to volunteer.  
 
COMMISSIONER SELECTION 
The 2020 Commission felt that the existing selection process delivered a diverse and qualified group of 
Commissioners and recommends a task force to engage with appropriate County leadership regarding 
recommended modifications to the process to maintain the strength of the Commission: 

1. Work to expand the size and diversity (age, ethnicity, geography, etc.) of the applicant pool via 
earlier and more aggressive public outreach.  

2. Ensure that Commissioner recruitment materials include specific details about Commission 
activities, Commissioner responsibilities, and overall time commitment. 
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3. Begin process earlier, including earlier Commissioner selection, so that the fully formed 
Commission would have at least 12 months to complete its work. 

4. Encourage Commissioner teambuilding activities early in the process to build effective 
communication and interaction sooner. 

5. Ensure all IT peripherals are ready to distribute and support on the day of Commissioner 
selection. 

6. Capture Commissioner expertise (e.g., demography, finance, communications, etc.) and 
committee interest early in the process after Commission formation. 

 
BUDGET 
The 2020 Commissioners’ feedback consistently recommended modifications to the budgeting process, 
highlighting the need for budget ownership and oversight by the Commission itself. Specific 
recommendations include: 

1. Ensure the Commission’s budget is transparent and shared immediately by the County, including 
budget-related County staff hours and costs. 

2. Consider establishing a Treasurer Officer role and/or a Budget & Finance standing committee to 
provide regular oversight of all finances related to the Commission, ideally comprised of one or 
more Commissioners with financial expertise. 

3. Ensure detailed budget reports are provided to the Commission for monthly (at minimum) 
review. 

4. Consider establishing specific budget-related policies and procedures and lines of authority, e.g., 
how to handle contract amendments, how to reallocate funds, the use of discretionary funds, 
etc. 

 
BYLAWS 
In general, Commissioners made few recommendations for explicit changes to the bylaws. Specific 
recommendations for the 2030 Commission to consider are: 

1. Updates to the IRC Bylaws to address Commissioner participation in political activities. 
2. Generalize the bylaws to allow for changes in officer processes per options discussed under 

“Leadership” section.  
3. Clarify officer roles and levels of authority per discussion under “Leadership” section. 
4. Add a set of Standing Rules and Operating Procedures as referenced in Article V, Section 2 of the 

bylaws. 
 
LEADERSHIP 
All Commissioners agreed that the workload of the Chair and Vice-Chairs was significant. Suggestions to 
address this issue varied considerably as summarized below. Given the diversity of feedback, the 2020 
Commission recommends that future Commissions consider this question carefully, potentially during an 
interim period before decisions about Officers are made and selected, and when reviewing these options, 
the 2020 Commission suggests reflecting on how each option could result in differential levels of de facto 
authority and influence between the Chair and/or Officers and non-Officer Commissioners. As needed, 
any decision regarding changes to Leadership structure should be codified with appropriate changes to 
the Commission bylaws. 

1. Maintain a single Chair or allow for simultaneous Co-Chairs, understanding that the workload can 
be upwards of 20 hours per week. 
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2. Provide for Chair rotation, either among all Officers or among the entire Commission to maintain 
parity of influence among all 14 Commissioners. 

3. Expand the number of Officers in order to diversify the administrative burden and authority. 
4. Allow non-Officers to handle some functions that were managed by the Officers of the 2020 

Commission, such as public relations. 
5. Hire an Executive Director (non-Commissioner), so that Officers are not tasked with as many 

administrative functions in future Commissions. See additional details regarding a potential 
Executive Director role under “Personnel”. 

6. Consider expanded use of standing and/or ad hoc committees. 
 
TRAINING 
The 2020 Commission encourages rigorous training early in the process, leveraging the existing Training 
Continuum as appropriate, and with consideration for more small group-based meetings to allow for 
more personalized training and Q&A. Feedback highlighted the following topics in particular: 

1. Immediate training on existing Commission bylaws and general onboarding. 
2. Immediate training on expectations and duties, correcting early and often any misapprehensions. 

For example, emphasizing the importance of a county-wide view of redistricting and that 
Commissioners were not selected to “represent” a District or city, or neighborhood but rather to 
ensure geographic diversity and knowledge to serve the entire County when drawing maps. 

3. Early training on the Voting Rights Act (VRA) and Racially Polarized Voting. 
4. Training on San Diego County’s ethnic groups, localities, histories, COIs, etc. 
5. Training on County jurisdictions and governance (Board of Supervisors, community planning 

groups, fire districts, etc.). 
6. Introduction to the redistricting mapping process and best practices in mapping process, with 

continued mapping-related training throughout the mapping cycle. 
 
PERSONNEL 
Support Functions 
The 2020 Commission is in debt to the dedicated support provided by the San Diego County Staff; 
however, feedback suggested areas for modifying this structure or transitioning to non-County support 
staffing. Suggested options include: 

1. Maintain County support staff as per the 2020 framework. 
2. Make use of County support staff but ensure that they are assigned fully to the Commission, 

consistent with the independent role of the Commission, and also so that they are not 
overburdened by dual roles. 

3. Consider transitioning administrative roles from County to non-County staff, including hiring an 
Executive Director who can hire and manage additional non-County support staff and lead overall 
coordination and program management activities. 

 
Consultants – General 
The 2020 Commission employed a hybrid model for procurement. The original proposal was to leverage 
the existing County framework, wherein the top applicant would be selected by a small group comprised 
of 3 County Staff and 2 Commissioners, with one additional Commissioner serving as a reviewing but non-
voting member of that group. The Commission used a hybrid process that allowed for more 
independence by the Commission, wherein an ad hoc committee reviewed and finalized the RFP, 
developed the SOW, etc.; then delegated the selection process to the County Procurement Office, who 
recommended the “top candidate” for full IRC approval. The County Procurement Office was also 
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responsible for final contract negotiation and execution. Significant feedback was received from 
Commissioners regarding this procurement process. 
 
The most consistent feedback provided by the 2020 Commission was that the IRC should determine 
which consultants they require and then hire those consultants as early in the process as possible. 
Commissioners generally agreed on the success of utilizing a single point of contact (SPOC) to serve as IRC 
liaison to each consultant. Feedback differed on the best process by which to hire external consultants. 
Specific recommendations are summarized below. 

1. Retain external consultants (demographer, legal, and ability- to-elect consultant, at minimum; 
other consultant options include Public Outreach and AV) as soon as possible in the redistricting 
process. Evaluate whether subcontractors are appropriate for specific deliverables (e.g., ability-
to-elect as a subcontractor to demographer) and the process by which subcontractors would be 
approved by the full Commission. Consider need for Public Outreach consultant versus ability to 
leverage existing County resources/logistics/staff for this activity, if possible.  

2. Commission should understand and determine their preferred method for hiring consultants, 
either leveraging existing County processes or according to their own process. Commission 
should also initiate full procurement process, including drafting and approval of RFP packet and 
SOW. 

3. Leverage SPOC to lead communication and coordination with consultant; ideally the SPOC would 
be a Commissioner with expertise in the respective area. If there is not a Commissioner available 
with relevant expertise (specifically relevant for technical consultants such as demography), 
consider hiring an additional consultant to serve as a technical expert for the Commission, both 
to train the Commissioners and to serve as a technical liaison with the consultant. 

 
Consultants – Legal  
The 2020 Commission had General Counsel, Expert Counsel (both General and Expert Counsel services 
were provided by the same consultant), and Special VRA Counsel. Commissioners provided significant 
feedback related to Legal Counsel, as many decisions regarding legal support were made prior to 
Commission formation and/or without Commission input. Key themes are summarized below. 

1. Ensure that the Commission is able to select and manage its own General Counsel. Should County 
Counsel retain legal counsel prior to IRC’s formation in order to initiate Commission process and 
start-up, this contract should be on an interim basis, only until full IRC is seated and can select 
Counsel. 

2. The Commission should select their own General Counsel, as soon as possible after forming. 
Expert Redistricting Counsel and Special VRA Counsel should be considered separately from 
General Counsel and also retained as early as possible. 

3. The full Commission should be aware of General Counsel contracted dates of service, and those 
dates should extend at minimum 2 months beyond the mapping deadline. 

 
MEETINGS 
Commissioners consistently highlighted the benefits of being able to meet in a virtual format, noting that 
this format was critical to the Commission’s overall success and specifically the ability to meet the map 
adoption deadline. Virtual meetings were necessitated by the COVID pandemic, but the clear consensus 
was to maintain the ability for future Commissions to use virtual meetings for many if not most activities. 
Additional feedback pertaining to meetings is summarized below in the corresponding sub-section. 
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Planning 
1. Solicit meeting topics by email rather than in-meeting to streamline agenda setting and make 

best use of meeting time. 
2. Maintain an up-to-date timeline of Commission activities so that upcoming deliverables are 

always in view and progress towards deliverables is clearly visible to all Commissioners. Consider 
a project manager or GANTT approach to this process. 

3. To the extent possible, leverage support staff for meeting logistics, including agenda preparation 
and posting, timekeeping, IT/AV support, minutes tracking and posting, etc. 

 
Facilities/Logistics 

1. An earlier plan for meeting locations would allow for both Commissioner and public planning and 
also support earlier coordination of necessary IT/AV support. 

2. Plan in-person meeting locations to align not just with District boundaries generally, but also 
consider population density and proximity to relevant COIs. 

3. Ensure virtual participation is available to both Commissioners and the public. 
4. Consider supporting a call-back option so that members of the public do not need to attend 

hours of meetings in order to present testimony. 
 
Execution 

1. Per discussion in “Personnel” section regarding a possible Executive Director, 2030 Commission 
should consider whether a non-Commissioner should run IRC meetings so that the Chair is able to 
fully participate rather than focus on moderating. 

2. Meetings over 3-4 hours make it difficult for Commissioners and the public to stay engaged. Limit 
meeting length by setting a manageable, timebound agenda, and as necessary by limiting 
speaking times for individuals. The Commission could also consider a more frequent meeting 
cadence (e.g., bi-weekly) rather than monthly at the planning phase and weekly or even twice 
weekly during the mapping phase) compared to the 2020 Commission. 

3. Leverage small working groups to inform and engage commissioners more consistently, deeply, 
and efficiently. 

 
PUBLIC OUTREACH 
While the Commission received a significant amount of public feedback both prior to and during the 
mapping process, Commissioners consistently noted that additional diverse content would be welcome, 
and that significant effort should be made to ensure the public was broadly aware of the Commission’s 
work and able to easily provide input. Recurrent themes include: 

1. The Commission should develop both a detailed plan for public outreach and supporting content 
of various lengths, with high priority and early in the process. 

2. Ensure the Commission’s purpose and importance is clearly stated so that it is immediately 
translatable to County citizens. Ensure public is able to, in turn, communicate how County 
redistricting impacts them. 

3. Ensure the public is clear about the similarities and differences among the various Redistricting 
Commissions at different jurisdictional levels. 

4. Consider establishing a policy for proactive and recurrent communication with known Community 
Planning Groups, tribes, and other such community organizations throughout the Redistricting 
process. 
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5. Expand Educational Tours by having Commissioners go to Community Planning Group and 
Community Based Organization meetings and present as part of their agenda (as opposed to 
expecting them to attend Commission organized and hosted events). 

 
MAPPING CONSIDERATIONS 
The 2020 Commission was subject to a condensed mapping period due to census delays. From this 
experience, Commissioners provided feedback related to mapping preparation and principles to 
streamline the mapping process. Specifically: 

1. Ensure Commissioners are able to effectively use the demographer-provided mapping software. 
This could be via early training or via user testing of mapping software as criteria for 
demographer selection. If Commissioners cannot effectively use the software, the public is 
unlikely to be able to. With introductory training, a user should be able to reach a draft map in 
under 3 hours. 

2. Establish advanced procedures for selection of the original base map. Options include use of the 
existing County map, springboard maps, or a blank slate. The 2020 Commission used a set of 
demographer-provided springboard maps that represented a range of options for a starting 
point. Though these were continually referred to as springboard maps and not draft maps, many 
members of the public expressed confusion on this point and provided feedback under the belief 
that these were in fact Commission draft maps. Use of the existing County map by contrast, 
allows cities or neighborhoods impacted by any District reassignment to immediately understand 
the impact of any proposed change. Use of a blank slate allows Commissioners to propose County 
Districts based fully on public input received to date, without any consideration of or potential 
bias from previous District lines. 

3. Determine in advance and document how the Commission will receive and leverage public draft 
maps. The Commission should encourage the public to submit draft maps, which means that 
public-submitted draft maps should be processed identically and considered equally to 
Commission-developed draft maps. The Commission should have advanced written procedures in 
place for how to handle incomplete public-submitted draft maps (e.g., public-submitted draft 
maps that only cover one District rather than all five), as such maps do not allow Commissioners 
to immediately understand how the proposal impacts the County as a whole. 

4. Establish advanced procedures related to map numbering and coloring. The method by which 
District numbers were assigned in the 2020 draft maps resulted in confusion, as numbers and 
colors were assigned inconsistently, for example, the “North County” District could be numbered 
and/or colored differently in two maps under consideration. Alternate options could include 
using letters instead of numbers, or numbering South to North or by general geography (e.g., the 
northern-most region, southern-most region, eastern-most region, etc.). 

5. Consider ways to progress mapping via activity outside of full Commission meetings, such as 
Commissioner-submitted maps or maps developed in small ad hoc committees. 

 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Open and honest public comment is critical to arrive at a final map. Commissioners were provided with 
thousands of comments prior to and during the mapping process, a volume that grew significantly 
towards the end of the final mapping process. Several Commissioners suggested process improvements 
related to receipt of public comment: 

1. Organize collected feedback within a single document rather than as hundreds of individual PDF 
files. Ideally feedback could be synthesized in an automated fashion, or at minimum categorized 
in terms of District and/or COI so that Commissions could quickly review related comments. 
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2. While collecting input, the Commission should also ask for specific inputs (such as District number 
and COI name during the pre-mapping phase, and preferred map number during the mapping 
phase, among other topics), which would facilitate sorting of responses. 

3. Investigate the possibility of utilizing petitions, which would provide a way to quantify support for 
a position and/or of incentivizing groups to deliver oral feedback once rather than repetitively by 
many individuals (e.g., with proportionally longer speaking time or by allowing groups to report 
the number of supporters advocating the same message), to streamline meetings and allow all 
viewpoints to be expressed.  

 
CLOSEOUT & TRANSITION 
As the inaugural County Independent Redistricting Commission, the 2020 Commissioners did not have 
reference to any previous Lessons Learned. Several Commissioners suggested the creation of a transition 
team that could serve as support for the next Commission in 2030. The purview of such a transition team 
could be considered from the following: 

1. Establishing interim/contingent General Counsel. 
2. Collaborating with the County to advocate for recommended legislative changes. 
3. Researching and providing options and recommendations about staffing and personnel. 
4. Creating a detailed SOP and updating Training Continuum. 
5. Drafting potential changes to bylaws for 2030 Commission consideration. 
6. Drafting preliminary RFPs for external consultants for the 2030 Commission to modify as 

deemed appropriate. 
7. Working with County staff to expand the applicant pool and promote the next IRC across 

whole County. 
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Appendix I 
 
The following table summarize the Lessons Learned feedback by category, as presented in the Lessons 
Learned Report. Full feedback is included in Appendix II, grouped by Lessons Learned Topic and sorted 
according to the Topic order as they appear in this Report. Some comments corresponded to multiple 
Lessons Learned topics; therefore, the cumulative total here is higher than the number of unique 
comments. 
 

Lesson Learned Topic # Comments Received # Unique Responders 
Legislation 6 5 
Commissioner Selection 14 7 
Budget 12 7 
Bylaws 10 7 
Leadership 14 8 
Training 25 11 
Personnel - Support Functions 8 7 
Personnel - Consultants - General 25 11 
Personnel - Consultants - Legal 6 4 
Meetings - Planning 9 6 
Meetings - Facilities/Logistics 6 6 
Meetings - Execution 5 5 
Public Feedback 10 6 
Mapping Considerations 17 6 
Public Outreach 9 4 
Closeout & Transition 6 4 
Other 1 1 
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